Navy ROTC class with instructor Sr. Chief golfer and 2017 Golf Hall of Fame inductee, Davis Love III. The Davis Love volunteer or donate to MAP International, visit www.map.org units on the ground there.".

"This is one of our larger shipments to the area. Clinics in Puerto Rico citizens continue to suffer the effects of Hurricane Maria. all over the world, worked in partnership with Project HOPE to arrange air bound for Puerto Rico departed from Manning Aviation at Brunswick Golden Relief Flight Departs from BQK Below: Members of the Brunswick High School take students through the entire process. "These are not just video games," Robert Burr, Latvala and the simulation training module. Two of the most in-demand features were the presentations from local aircraft builders, pilots included a visit to Palmetto Aviation's aircraft guests and their parents through a program that Experimental Aircraft Association and the Glynn scholarships and degree information with students Instructors and recruiters from Middle Georgia representing the careers. Jamie practical advice on firefighting aviators pilots, military airport tenants, Representatives a good day!" Any time you bring that many people and purse aviation as the personal and career level. believe we sparked a fire in many of them to students. "We have such a great aviation community in younger siblings as well. grades 9-12 were the primary beneficiaries, but Glynn County Youth Aviation Day. Students in not planning to board an airplane, but came to at McKinnon St. Simons Island Airport. They were people descended on the Gruber Aviation hangar On the morning of October 21, crowds of young Future Aviators Upgraded certificate to Commercial Pilot Lonnie Slade: Airplane Single Engine (ASE) and Instrument Airplane added to certification. Adam Mader: Certified Flight Instructor certificate Instrument Airplane added to Certified Flight Instructor.

Top to bottom, L to R: Pilots' Progress